Notice on a church bulletin board:

Had You Heard?

Sunday’s sermon: “What is Hell?”
Come and hear our choir.
✙ ✙ ✙

Small headline from the Washington Post
January 11:

Some of our early autos needed no horns be-

“Panda Lectures This Week
at National Zoo”

cause words on the hood said “Dodge,
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Our Travelers Take Off Again

✙ ✙ ✙

By Edward Behr

If new resident Bud Dutton, here with wife

✙ ✙ ✙

Fran, looks familiar there’s a reason. He used to

Winter and summer, tireless Collington trav-

Heading even farther afield is Ainslie Em-

What do Afghans use to pave their streets?

be chairman of the Maryland-National Capital

elers keep taking off for faraway places and this

bree; starting February 2, he’ll travel back to his

Why Kabul stones, of course.

Park and Planning Commission and so visited

winter some are doing it once again.

old haunts in India with his son-in-law, Mark

Collington on many occasions. Apparently he

✙ ✙ ✙

liked what he saw, as we do.
Collington’s Great White Way, with lights yet,

✙ ✙ ✙

has been reopened to resident foot and POV
traffic between the 1200 and 2000 clusters and

New (second time) chair of Collington’s exec-

As you read this, Cynthia Parker has just re-

Fisher, for a two-week tour of the country. Ains-

turned from a tour of Sicily and its historic monu-

lie’s daughter Margot gave him a round-trip ticket

ments. Among the sights she saw were the

so he could show his son-in-law the country

magnificent Norman cathedral at Monreale in

where she had spent some of her youth. Resi-

the hills near Palermo; its 12-century mosaics il-

dents here who have heard Ainslie’s talks are

the Clocktower area, this time for good, we hope.

utive board, Dr. Sandra Charles, has more ties to

lustrate the old and New Testaments. At Taor-

well aware of his expertise on India.

However, It’s for use ONLY after construction

us than meet the eye. Her parents, Herbert and

mina, perched on a mountainside, the third-cen-

Others have headed for places nearer home.

hours.

Moira Nelson, live here.

tury Greek theatre stands against a backdrop of

Emily and Tully Torbert are just back from an 11-

sea, sky and snow-capped Mt. Etna. And at Sir-

day Caribbean cruise aboard the motor ship

acusa are the ruins of another Greek theatre

Rotterdam. From Florida they visited places in

and the “ear of Dionysius,” a grotto famous for

Costa Rica and Panama, went through the can-

its exceptional echo.

al, visited the islands of Aruba, St. Thomas and

✙ ✙ ✙

✙ ✙ ✙

At press time we don’t have Ed Behr’s official
count of how many Canada geese have been

Believe this: The real name of Stewart
Granger is James Stewart. Not vice-versa.

our guests on Collington Lake in January, but it
could be more than 500.

✙ ✙ ✙
In Oklahoma, the adopted home of the so-

✙ ✙ ✙
Bru and Pat Brubaker now have legal access
to their cottage via a newly-arranged fencing
from the temporary apartment-house exit at the

to be illegal, but ---.
✙ ✙ ✙
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Eva Yale enjoyed two weeks in balmy Honolulu

the Bahamas and returned to Fort Lauderdale.
Others are taking timely winter trips to sunny

called “Five Civilized Tribes,” all the home athle-

last month -- adding four days to their original

Florida. Lauretta and George Dankers have just

tic teams at one university are affectionately

plan. They stayed at an Army recreation center

left for beautiful Sanibel Island, off Florida’s

named the “Savages.” How come there’s no

called Hale Koa (home of the brave) on 70-acre

West Coast. It’s a place famous for the shells on

outcry about this?

Fort Derussey. Their room on the 14th floor of-

the beaches and for the birds wintering there.

fered a magnificent view; they watched the sun

The Dankers are going both ways by rail, putting

rise over Diamond Head. Next door was the Hil-

their car aboard the Autotrain.

✙ ✙ ✙

southeast corner. For a while they had to wiggle
through an unintended gate. Sometimes it’s fun

Traveling in the opposite direction, Jack and

Our nomination this month for resident with

ton hotel with access to swimming pools, the

Heading further south are Patricia and Cha-

the most interesting name is Mrs. John Iams, a

beach, kayaking and snorkeling. And the Yales

rles Trammell. They used to make Sanibel their

very pleasant lady to know. She is probably glad

toured the island of Oahu and watched surf-

Florida haunt, but this time they're going to a

her late husband was not named Will.

boarders ride high waves.

family condominium at Key West, where they’ll

celebrate Patricia’s ninetieth birthday.
About the same time Patricia and Lauren

But the big intruder just sat there complacently. EAGLE! I thought out loud, eying his large

An Expert Sees Hope
For Afghanistan

Brubaker will be traveling not south but west --

curved beak. If only I had a bird book! But the

for a week of cross-country skiing and

best reference I could find was my wallet, clink-

snowshoeing at Lone Mt. Ranch not far from Yel-

ing with quarters. On the rear of one, the U.S.

been bursting lately with news about Afghanis-

lowstone Park. The next week they’ll head north

Treasury seemed to confirm my claim, just as

tan, but they don’t tell all. A larger, deeper pic-

to the spectacular Canadian Rockies -- Emerald

the big bird rose without comment and clapped

ture of that part of Asia was given Collingtonians

Lake and Lake Louise -- where they’ll meet

quietly away toward the lake.

last month when retired Ambassador Dennis Kux

friends for more skiing.

Since then, veteran bird-watchers have won-

But that won’t be the end of this year’s travels

dered whether I truly saw an eagle. Was it

spoke to an overflow audience here.
He is the author of a new book on U.S. relations with Pakistan and is headed to Asia once

off again on an Elderhostel trip to China, where

reported annually. They too are fierce and fear-

again to update an earlier book on relations with

they’ll visit Shanghai, Beijing and Chungking,

ful, although not quite as majestic.

India. In his talk he put the crisis in perspective

Washington Post reported that eagles that normally nest along the Potomac have been branch-

Was It An Eagle?
By Glendy Pabst
Experienced bird-watchers already know
much more than I do about feathered friends.
Except, perhaps, about eagles, which have only
once been reported here.

ing out, seeking new sites.
Meanwhile, “my” sparrows seemed to confirm

A.C.-W.

Television, newspapers and magazines have

merely a hawk? Several varieties of hawks are

At about the same time, however, the

resident Warren Unna, who spent years in India
as a journalist.

for the footloose Brubakers. In March they’ll take

among other places.

The speaker was introduced by Collington

and offered a hopeful picture of the future in Pakistan, Afghanistan and India.
Pakistan, he said, “could realize its potential”
and for the first time become a stable state. Even
with the threat of war still looming, he added, the

my diagnosis. They not only flew away, they

U.S. has hope of continuing as a facilitator. He

stayed away. It could be the inclement weather.

noted that Pakistan has a good economy in agri-

Or it could be that for sparrows, both eagles

culture and textiles and said the U.S. can help by

AND hawks are bad news.

easing Pakistan’s debt load and by giving aid to

Above: Tiger Lily, aka Eva Yale, modeling on
New Year’s Eve. Below: “Dame Edna” shows
off her tent dress.

Afghanistan. In 10 years, he suggested, Pakis-

At first, only sparrows came to the brand-new
feeder on my patio at 3106 in December: two
the first day and 22 the next. I was overjoyed to
see proof that birds of a feather really do flock together.
They also flee together. In late December I
glanced through my patio door to check on “my”
sparrows and was startled instead to see a huge
gray bird perched comfortably on my wroughtiron table, just eight steps from my living room.
A HUGE bird with a large curved beak. Not surprisingly, all 22 sparrows had disappeared, ap-

tan could be reasonably stable.
Collingtonian
10450 Lottsford Road, Mitchellville, MD
20721.
Phone: (301) 925-9610
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parently on the wings of fear. At least, there
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were no corpses in sight.
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Aline Grayson, Frances Kolarek.

In Afghanistan, Mr. Kux found several reasons for optimism. A U.S. aid program is now in
place, and so is a transitional government. He
discerned “a wonderful spirit” there, found “things
are going better” and concluded that Afghanistan
could even become a Switzerland for Asia.
As for India, Mr. Kux noted that its prosperity
has been rising and relations with the U.S. have

Along with other Christmas gifts, one resi-

gradually improved. The Bush Administration

dent received a bag handsomely decorated

has twice invited the Indian Prime Minister to this

with a classic holiday scene from the small-

country and has sent a defense delegation there.

town America of yore: a covered bridge, a

India has established good relations with the

small church, a schoolhouse, an old barn, a

new Afghan regime.
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general store and a snowman. Where was this
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bit of Americana created?

China.

The fan language dictionary says: To signal

and mayhaws grow wild -- a gift from Mother Na-

“kiss me,” put the handle of the fan to your lips.

ture. (Another bog-grown berry in that part of

If you were that close, what’s wrong with just

Massachusetts is the cranberry, now the object

puckering up?

of a big commercial operation.)

It’s e-mail for me, fellas, and I am twirling my
fan in my left hand. That signals: Get lost.
And a Happy Valentine’s Day to you, too .F.K.

Surely the mayhaw jelly wins the contest for
“most unusual Christmas present.” I can’t wait
till the next Christmas-box surprise!

Judging Olympic Tryouts

she traveled to Prague, Helsinki, Lausanne,

By Frances Kolarek

Switzerland; Rome, London, Paris and Gote-

While scores of Collingtonians watched television with delight as graceful figure skaters,
singly and in pairs, glided across the ice, one
Collingtonian watched the proceedings from rinkside with caliper eyes.
Pat French served on the panel of judges

Mayhaw Jelly? What’s That?

Waiting for the First Crocus

which, last month in Los An-

Tired of winter? Patience, please! In only

go to the upcoming Olympic

By Mary Witt

games in Salt Lake City. She

nian enjoying mayhaw jelly on my breakfast Eng-

pears the first crocuses of 2002 should be

watched every move with close

lish muffins in the year 2002. You have to have

blooming here. The rule among local gardeners

attention. “It is demanding

a dear devoted niece, living in Albany, the hub of

declares that the flowers should be appearing by

work, fraught with tension,” Pat

southwest Georgia. She stuck a jar of it in her

Washington’s Birthday. And old-timers here

said upon her return home.

usual big box of Christmas goodies.

can’t recall a year when our crocuses have failed

“And I’m exhausted.”

We’re used to jumbo pecans, some chocolate-covered, as that party of Georgia has many

ing world wide. Nationally, expenses are covered by the U.S.
Figure Skating Association.
With an abundance of frequent

While it would have been

to meet that date.
A few other plants, of course, have bloomed

flyer miles Pat says she can up-

fun to judge the women figure

grade to first class on her favor-

more fun -- since she was not

guing new treat.

ound the campus. But there’s more here and

judging Michelle Kwan -- to be

there. In one garden primroses stubbornly con-

able to give her a big hug and say “just go and

prepared in small batches, using recipes and

tinued to flower last month and tiny blooms still

do it.” “And she did just that in a big way,” Pat

techniques handed down by “Grandaddy Tom.”

adorned a thriving rosemary plant.

adds. Kwan will head the U.S. team of women

E.B.

Its taste and appearance are much like our

Pat French with skating partner

Cohen and Sarah Hughes.

haw jelly is truly a southern delicacy because of

fit for a king.

ite air line. She travels with a

figure skaters in Salt Lake City, along with Sasha

Sound like the Deep South? You bet it is. May-

to extract the clear, colored juice that makes jelly

Judges, Pat says, are not paid

the governance of figure skat-

pansies planted at several prominent spots ar-

hand-harvested, with nets, and hand-squeezed

vidual judges are performing consistently.

Skating Union which oversees

ties are added. Now mayhaw jelly is the intri-

long to the haw (or hawthorn) family. They are

as a referee, looking at results to see that indi-

covered by the International

skaters, Pat says it was even

of southwest Georgia, the little red berries be-

She moderates seminars for judges and serves

ly, their travel expenses are

here right through January -- notably the hardy

the rarity of the fruit. Found in bogs and swamps

national Skating Union of which she is an officer.

for their services. International-

pecan-tree “ranches,” and other yummy special-

The Cedar Head Farms label says the jelly is

of these trips she attended meetings of the Inter-

geles, chose pairs skaters to

three weeks from the time this Collingtonian ap-

Live and learn! I’ll bet I’m the only Collingto-

borg, Sweden on ice skating business. On some

From Some Sixth Grade
Test Papers
The parts of speech are lungs and air.
Water is composed of two gins. Oxygin and

Judging involves not just looking for flaws
that mean deductions from the highest possible
score. It also means giving plus marks where
earned.
Pat has been judging ice skating for many

hydrogin. Oxygin is pure gin. Hydrogin is gin

years, and has qualified as an Olympic judge,

and water.

but her disability overcame her just before the

favorite beach plum jelly, which we discovered

Q. Define H2O and CO2.

on Cape Cod and Nantucket. Both beach plums
10
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A. H2O is hot water and CO2 is cold water.

folding wheel chair rather than

the mechanical one she uses at Collington, and
she is always met at the airport by a colleague in
a car. Needing a push, somebody is always
happy to oblige, Pat is happy to report.
When your first pair of skates was a Christmas present when you were two, Pat says you
tend to find skating as natural as walking. Both
Pat’s grandparents were passionate skaters and
her mother and father were both skaters. Janet
French, Pat’s mother, was also a judge of skating, but she says she never attained the level
her daughter has reached.

panel of judges for the upcoming Olympics was
named.
However, she has bounced back. Last year

February 2002
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Wherefore Art Thou Collington?
By Layne Beaty

(which has proliferated around here) but it’s a
pretty one, anyway.

Trying to establish the origin of the name of
our home “Collington” can sometimes be about
as rewarding as a dog chasing its tail.
Or maybe finding places we’ve heard of like
the Garden of Eden, the lost continent of Atlantis, Utopia, Shangri La, or the “land where the
bong tree grows.” Or Mitchellville.
We have taken fliers at this pursuit from time
to time with results that are more speculative
than proven fact. Not that it matters tremendously, except in our curiosity, but we try again.
A few years ago Phyllis Sternau found a Collington church in western England and someone
else located a Web page for a bed and breakfast
place near there. A prominent family named
Colling lived in the area in the past, too.
Now our colleague Frances Kolarek comes
up with a reference to “the five hundred acres of
land I patented for the manor of Collington” in
1704. That is in a book, “Tidewater Maryland’s

modates the presence in the 18th century of
several generations of Warings, some of them
buried at Collington, is not explained.

How many went? Nine of fourteen possibles

To the Editor:

Girls. If you find e-mail daunting, and are
shy of cell phones, consider this. You can comnot using it to protect your waxen makeup from

Jackson in last month’s Collingtonian, is delight-

cant other. Absent were eldest granddaughter,

melting down your neck if you sit too close to

fully exciting as well as full and accurate. She

her husband, and our three great-grandsons.

the fireplace.

even sees through the feathers to the very heart

Travel: From Connecticut, Maryland, Wis-

Another time, another place, and you could

when she points out that “our three love birds do

consin to San Jose by air, a 40 minute small

say anything from “You have changed” to “I wish

not seem very happy with their quality of life here

plane ride from S.J. to Palmar Sur, a bumpy 30

to speak to you” just by manipulating your little

-- yet.” But the one who tried so hard to escape

minute taxi ride to Sierpa, a bumpier 45 minute

ol’ fan.

-- “the grieving solitary in the big cage” -- may re-

boat ride to Drake Bay (Sir Francis, that is) and

ally be the only unhappy one. Let’s apply some

the scuba diving resort, Jenetes del Osa. Going

low you, you carried your fan in your right hand

human psychology, as below.

home reverses the path adding to the wear and

in front of your face. Which young man picked

tear to one's sit-upon.

up this signal we prefer not to guess. Maybe a

Cages 2, Birds 3

Accommodations: Simple with private bath,

tract of 1,000 acres surveyed in 1674 for Tho-

Now heaven-above bird,

mas Sprigg I. He died in 1704 and bequeathed

Can’t tell him she’s already flown some.

to his son certain parts of the estate including
one part of “500 acres I patented for me The

Soon people, well-meaning but zealous,

Manor of Collington.”

Donated a couple, they tell us.

electricity available from 5:00 -10:00 p.m., three
squares a day including lunch with tablecloth on

historical information, sends maps and descrip-

Both lonesome and painfully jealous.
RWVW

whole parade of men was standing around waiting for you to give them a little wig-wag.
If you were fanning slowly the message was
not that the air was a bit close, but that you were

in the local rain forests to see and hear birds,

married. Say a garter-snapper is closing in, you

monkeys, and other creatures not experienced at

wave him away? It might work.
By letting the fan rest on your left cheek you
could signal “NO”. We imagine for this scenario
a swain jerking his neck frantically toward the vine-covered arbor, intent on who knows what
hanky-panky in the shadows. But suppose he
got HIS signals mixed and thought the fan was
on your right cheek. That meant Yes. Hey, this
could get more complicated than e-mail to a
clueless newbie.

Collington; snorkeling and hiking on Canus Island, another national park; a swing through the
rainforest canopy on a rope sling; looking at
more snorkeling in the rain. We missed railings

A life even tougher --

If you wanted to message a young man to fol-

our several field trips. The latter included hikes

night-time creepy-crawleys; beach walking and

Now love-bird must suffer

and Planning Commission, always a source of

February 2002

Valentine’s Greetings

bands, two of three granddaughters, one signifi-

“Loving Birds,” the excellent article by Faith

His mate, silenced live-bird,

The Collingtonian

ence!!

municate with your fan! That is, when you are

important estates of Prince George’s County, a

4

our older daughter for a great learning experi-

-- Ggma, ggpa (us), our two daughters, their hus-

He’s turned almost cellular-phonesome.

now. Still no source of the name Collington

demanding options. Thanks to the Internet and

Christmas? The family were going. Why were
to snorkel.

Forman. It stresses Northampton as one of the

lington (or Calverton) very close to where we are

Why would anyone go to Costa Rica for

er one is, the better one manages with physically

they going? To find warm weather and a place

Our love-bird is living so lonesome

tions on what seems to locate “the Manor of Col-

By Margaret and Tom Aldrich

How all this fragmented information accom-

Architecture and Gardens” by Henry Chandlee

Susan Pearl of the Maryland-National Park

A Family Christmas
2,000 Miles from Home

to lean on, but enjoyed the warmth of the weather and people. The rain was regular and mostly
at night -- it was the dry season!
Summary: Christmas with the family is great
anywhere, and it was pleasant to manage it in a
different and snowless environment. The young-

February 2002
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Outreach:
Our Invisible Committee
Visible manifestations of the Community
Outreach Committee are hard to find on our
Campus. You can run the gamut of the list of
Residents Association committees and find an
activity each sponsors that increases our quality
of life -- Flower arranging, the Woodshop, the
Clocktower Exhibits, Hospitality, Music, and on
and on.
But Outreach is looking in another direction.
It’s efforts are not directed inward. The one tangible product it can claim is a mass of sandwiches produced every other Friday morning which
go to the Community Cafe located in the First
United Methodist Church of Hyattsville. Here
you will also find the offices of the Prince
George’s Community Ministry which oversees
the Warm Nights Program.
Collington’s Outreach Committee, with Suzanne Embree at its head, participates in this
program, an interdenominational effort to afford a
warm place for homeless individuals and families
to spend the occasional night when the need arises.
Suzanne has a rich background in early
childhood education. Her committee attracts retired social workers who have recently come to
live at Collington like Catherine Chilman and Miriam Tepfer, to name only two. The list of longtime residents who have served on the Outreach
Committee takes us back to early arrivals like
Judy Kidney, Fannie Jeffrey and Emily Nichols.
There are dozens more.
Judy Reilly, our Assistant Director of Resident Services, with an assist from Penny
8
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Vickery who rounds up the loaves of bread, co-

by Frances Kolarek

ordinates the sandwich making, insuring that
sandwhich meat, cheese, mustard, mayo and

New arrivals at Collington sometimes remind

wrappings are on hand for the volunteers who

us that they are lacking a lot of background infor-

put it all together. Many of these are residents of

mation and ask us to fill them in. Happy to ob-

Levels 1 and 2 of our Health Center who find

lige. Here’s a run-down on The Collingtonian’s

pleasure in this productive activity which benefits

staff.

others.
The Warm Nights program is in need, for

Our editor, Ed Behr, has been writing for this
publication ever since it started back in 1989. Ed

the duration of January and February, of blan-

was an editor at the Wall Street Journal for a

kets, bedding and toiletries -- soap, deodorants,

great many years. A bird-watcher and member

etc. Beneficiaries of this program are invited to

of the Audubon society, he enjoys writing about

spend at most three nights in the parish halls of

nature and the many historical homes in our

participating churches. Permanent residence is

area.

not encouraged or permitted.
The Op Shop is the source of blankets and

Ed took over as editor from Layne Beaty who
served for three years and retired in 2000.

bedding. Contributions from Collington resi-

Layne’s dry wit, convivial nature and facile pen

dents make an appreciable addition toward filling

kept us up to date on personalities in his column

the needs of this program. The Outreach Com-

“The Wicked Flea.” Long a member of the U.S.

mittee’s largely invisible helping hand coordi-

Department of Agriculture P.R. team, working

nates Collington’s efforts to assist the Communi-

primarily in radio, Layne told me the other day

ty Ministry in the Warm Nights Program.

that in her salad days, Diane Sawyer of Good

“Keeping abreast of needs in this everchanging community is essential if our Committee is to make intelligent and constructive contri-

Morning America had turned up to work in his
shop.
Glendy Pabst started writing for the New

butions,” Suzanne Embree explains. “Last

Orleans Item and then moved up to the Wash-

year’s series of talks, ‘Prince George’s County:

ington Post where she worked as an editor for 15

Past, Present and Future,’ brought a journalist,

years before retiring.

an historian and a demographer to keep us au
courant.”
As a result, the committee decided to focus
this year on day care for children and recently
learned from a talk by Laura Terrell, director of
Child Care Referrals in the County, the types
and extent of child care needed, and how her organization matches applicants with services.
On the basis of this new information, the Committee will meet, discuss and shape its plans.

Anne Cadman-Walker’s career included
several years with papers in Northern Virginia as
reporter and editor and as a researcher in the
Washington bureau of the Buffalo News.
Dorothy Brown was a reporter for papers in
Roanoke, VA and Annapolis, MD and contributed regularly to the Baltimore Sun.
I started as a reporter for the Washington
Times-Herald, moved to New York and worked

at Time magazine. I served as editor of The
Collingtonian for two years.
Guest contributions are always welcome.

Faith Jackson -- Prize Winner
Faith Jackson, Collington author, was notified on New Year’s Eve that she had won the
annual competition for Best Novel submitted
within the past year. “Washington Writers’
Publishing House is happy to inform you that
we have chosen your manuscript for publication,” the caller said.
The novel will appear this fall under the title Meadow, Fugue and Descant; a fantasy
memoir. “It by no means tells the story of my
life ,” Faith says, “but it is written in the first
person. I confess I wish I had been that girl,”
she adds.
Faith Jackson’s previous book, published
in 1997, describes the work of William Lyman
Phillips in Florida and is called Pioneer of
Tropical Landscape Architecture. It was published by the University Press of Florida. Faith
recently made a lecture tour to a number of
Florida parks designed by Phillips where she
spoke to groups interested in preserving or recreating his designs.
Since arriving at Collington three years
ago, Faith has contributed regularly to The
Collingtonian. She is a passionate gardener
and heads the Environmental Services Committee which confers with the ESD staff on
matters concerning landscaping, lakes and
trails and general maintenance.
February 2002
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Day-Trippers Ponder
Where to Go Next
During her active career years, Grace Langley traveled far for the U. S. government filling
diplomatic posts. Evidently that routine was habit-forming, since she still roams far for personal
pleasure. Last year Grace got as far as Norway’s remote north cape in pursuit of the midnight sun. But in her volunteer job as chairman
of Collington’s trip committee, she’s looking for
targets very much closer to home.
A radius of about 15 miles for a half-day outing is ideal, she says. But many obvious targets
within that range have already been explored by
residents. Something new and different would be
welcomed. Any ideas? Grace and her committee await your call. If Grace’s line is busy, try
Margo Rund, M.E. Wallen, Bob Willing or Mary
Witt, who round out the present trip committee.
In the year 2001, trippers ranged from the
minimum number of 10 to the maximum 30 on
each outing, at a standard fee of $5 per outing.
(The travel fee is usually a little higher for trips to
concerts and plays which require a built-in time
extension for the driver, but those outings are not
handled by the trip committee.)
Each year there are a few trip proposals that
don’t attract the necessary minimum needed to
make the outing affordable for Collington’s managerial budget, but even so there were 55 successful completed trips last year. The most popular category has long been museums and art
exhibits, although a recent innovation offering a
choice of movie or shopping in Bowie shows
promise of continuing popularity.
One of the most praised recent trips was a
6
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tour of downtown Washington led by former town
planner Don Jackson. Another highly qualified
tour guide soon to make his debut is Wilbur
(Bud) Dutton, a newcomer to Collington but an
old-timer in Prince George’s County, where he
served as president of the Historical Society. In
fact, the future looks generally bright for day-trippers. Winter is the slowest season, because
weather is a deterrent for many destinations.
Come spring, there will not only be outdoor attractions, but more new residents likely to sign
up thereby minimizing cancellations. So 2002
sounds like a good year for the trip committee.

Call Out the Fashion Police
Nine lovelies from among Collington residents modeled the latest in creations available
at Mme Jay’s Basement Boutique on New Year’s
Eve. The commentator, an ersatz Dame Edna
(aka Frances Kolarek), described the distinctive
features of each creation.
Models included Edna Lingreen, Dorothy
Mayer, Caryl Marsh, Phyllis Sternau, Marcia
Behr, Pat Trammell, Emily Torbert. MaryAverett
Seelye and Faith Jackson, who also organized
the show. Below is Toronto Tillie aka Edna Lingreen.

A Book Sale Coming Up
Attention bargain-hunters: This month the Li-

Know Your Neighbor:
Curtis Langford
By Glendy Pabst

brary Committee will once again offer surplus
books for sale at minimum prices.
On Thursday, February 14, for one day, no

Jesting that Collington’s new two-car garages
were the attraction that brought him here last

fewer than 500 books will go on sale, both hard-

year, Curtis Langford outlined the “fast, uneven

backs and paperbacks, fiction and nonfiction. A

steps” of his executive career in a Know Your

preview shows some attractive possibilities eith-

Neighbor Talk that drew a packed house to the

er for reading or for gift-giving.

Courtyard Meeting Room in January.

Among the hardback novels are A Man in Full

His first notable success was to skip the sixth

by the prolific Tom Wolfe and The Remains of

grade, Curtis said, and thereafter he learned

the Day by Kazuo Ishiguro. Paperbacks include

business skills by heading the distribution of soft

such bestsellers as Family Album and Journey,

drinks in his high school. While still young, he

both by Danielle Steel and (a far different choice)

sustained his first financial loss by unwisely co-

Master and Commander by Patrick O’Brien, a

signing a note, from which he learned a cardinal

tale of life at sea in the days of sail.

principle of business management.

Then there are paperback mysteries like The

Despite several wounding encounters with ra-

Glass Lake by Maeve Binchy, Saving Faith by

cial prejudice, Curtis rose quickly to the manage-

David Baldacci and Blood Test by Jonathan Kel-

ment level and served a distinguished career

lerman. And a romance -- Lake News by Bar-

that took him to the Internal Revenue Service

bara Delinsky.
Among hardback nonfiction are such varied
offerings as Tom Brokaw’s World War II memoir,
The Greatest Generation, historian Andrew
Hacker’s Two Nations (Black and White), Tom
Wolfe’s The Morning After, recounting American
Successes and Excesses 1981-86, Bonnie Angelo’s First Mothers (of Presidents) plus assorted
Bibles and books of poetry.
Don’t overlook the reference works. The sale
is offering the 1999 edition of the Physicians’
Desk Reference, the three-volume Who’s Who in
America published in 1996, and the 1950 edition
of the classic Gray’s Manual of Botany.
For this book-buying opportunity residents
and employees will owe thanks to the Library cochairmen Elisabeth Martin and Marcia Behr and
to the committee members who run the sale.

and the Department of Housing and Urban Development. Meanwhile, he still wears a Seiko
watch kept running smoothly for 20 years by a
jeweler who initially tried to evade his contract.
A man’s word is his bond, Curtis illustrated, and
his success as a financial counselor is witness to
that belief.
After moving from New York’s Hamptons to
Prince George’s County in mid-career, Curtis
and his wife Lillian have been active in the civil
life of the county, incidentally illustrating that
those who bowl together stay together. They
have endowed scholarships in both New York
and Prince George’s but by choosing Collington,
they have indicated which county they call home.
February 2002
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